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GOD'S WAY

1.

PROJECT SUMMARY

Introdution
This project was designed for God’s Way Environmental Branch. This document contains a summary of
the principles that guide this project, a description of how the project is implemented and the benefits that
it has achieved so far.

2.

Problems

2.1.

Local Businesses Creating Waste
Local green grocer businesses produce a large amount of organic waste from produce that is not saleable.
Unless they find a way to remove this waste in a safe, legal and responsible manner their only option is to
add it to their other forms of refuse until it can be taken to the local refuse dump, where it is usually burnt
and/or buried with the other refuse.
This creates problems such as:

2.2.

•

Issues with sanitation of bins and attracting insects and wildlife to their business properties

•

Organic waste mixing with other forms of waste and becoming toxic to the environment. Other
forms of waste that may be mixed with organic waste include meat, wood, metal, plastics and
chemicals.

•

Organic matter mixed with other forms of man made waste can cause the matter to become toxic.
Animals and insects ingesting this contaminated matter take on that toxicity and are harmed or
killed.

•

When organic waste is dumped in landfill, it undergoes anaerobic decomposition (because of the
lack of oxygen) and generates methane. When released into the atmosphere, methane is 25 times
more potent a greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide.

•

Time, money and resources are used to dump and transport the plant based matter but it provides
no benefit to the environment or any living creature

Damaged Environment
Due to past and current farming practices there are many properties all over Australia that have been
damaged. Some examples of damaging farming practices include extensive cattle grazing, widespread
clearing, and farming mono cultures of edible foods to the exclusion of anything else.
This damage creates the following problems:
•

Severe reduction of biodiversity. This occurs when only a few species of plant, insect and
wildlife inhabit an area, other species are unable to grow or return because the habitat has been
destroyed due to human intervention. There is little diversity of life.

•

Severe reduction of biomass. This occurs when the overall coverage of plants, insects and
wildlife is severely reduced, this usually occurs due to human intervention. There is little density
of life.

•

Soil becomes depleted of nutrients that would usually support healthy plant life

•

Topsoil is eroded by wind and rain, over time topsoil is reduced or becomes non existant

•

Very little ground cover and plant matter reduces the capacity for the ground to hold and soak in
water when it rains
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3.

Solutions

3.1.

Service Provision (Local Benefits)
God's Way Organisation initiated a weekly collection service for two local businesses to remove their
organic waste.
Due to increasing waste generated by these businesses God's Way now shares in service provision with
another local company.
God's Way transports this green waste to the God's Way Cushine Environment Centre. This centre has
been damaged by past farming and grazing practices before God's Way took ownership.
This is usually done once a week by the God’s Way Volunteers and sometimes more if required. One of
the businesses also provides a large bale of waste cardboard once a week.
The waste is unloaded into deep swales; long trenches that intersect the slope of the land on the Cushnie
Environment Centre.
These swales and trenches fulfil multiple purposes. They slow the flow of water down the slope, holding
it at a higher elevation; the water can seep into the ground. When they are filled with organic waste
matter, the decomposition of this matter and the microbial and insect life attracted to the matter create
nutrients which then leech into the surrounding soil supporting new and existing plant life. This improves
biodiversity and biomass.
The waste cardboard is also place into these swales. The cardboard soaks up the water and provides a
slower meal for worms and other insects that they break down into soil.
Volunteers cover the swales and waste with a thick layer of mulch of hay or waste from sawmills ground
up into woodchip. This slows evaporation by the sun and reduces animals eating rotting plant scraps.
To promote biodiversity a variety of native trees and bushes have been planted on the slope below the
swales. Here they have access to the stored water and nutrients provided by the swales and waste scraps.
The new trees and shrubs create habitat for local bird and animal life.

3.2.

Intellectual Property Creation (Global Benefits)
Aside from providing this immediate benefit to the local environment and local businesses, God's Way
also wishes to share the principles and steps involved in providing this services, along with any scientific
data measuring its benefits, with others who wish to benefit their community and environment in a similar
way.
To that effect the organisation will share details about:
•

How the agreement was made with local business to remove their green waste and the legal
requirements of such agreements

•

Steps taken to prepare a damaged property ready to receive a continuous weekly flow of organic
waste

•

Steps taken to prepare transport of organic waste

•

Procedures that outline the weekly task of moving, unloading and covering the green waste and
changes made to improve the procedure over time

•

Procedures that outline safety precautions that need to be taken during the weekly tasks

•

How this project works in conjunction with other environmental programmes and projects that
have been run by God's Way Organisation e.g. Eco System Recovery programme
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•

Scientifically measured benefits to the damaged property over time and how the property fares in
the long term

4.

Procedure Overview, Resources & Materials

4.1.

Volunteers
It is preferable that a two-person team pick up, transport, unload the green waste into the swales, cover
the waste with mulch, rinse down the bins, then repack the trailer ready for the next task. When done this
way the maximum time required is four hours, this includes an hour for transportation time to and from
the businesses.
Currently one volunteer works once a week and completes the task on their own. This increases the
required time. One person completing the task can one or two hours longer depending on the heat of the
day, how full the bins are and how close the bins can be transported to the swales in the vehicle (this
increases the manual labour requirements).
Volunteer must be able to complete the summarised procedure outlined below:

4.1.1.

Pick up
Volunteer drives the utility and trailer approximately 36kms to local businesses
Bins full of organic matter are lifted by forklift onto the tray of a utility or trailer
Volunteer will be required to manually manoeuvre the bins for short distances on the tray, trailer or
palette (used for lifting).
Volunteer straps the bins to the tray or trailer using ratchet straps, ropes and/or bungie ties

4.1.2.

Transport
Volunteer drives the utility and trailer approximately 36kms to Cushnie Environment Centre
Ensure that the load is secure and check the load visually while transporting it, cover load with netting to
prevent waste flying out during transport

4.1.3.

Delivery
Drive the utility and trailer as close to swales as possible (spatial awareness and reversing skills required)
Prepare mulch near swale edge ready for spreading after waste is dumped
Unload bins using a sack trolley
Dump and spread bin contents in swales
Cover waste with mulch

4.1.4.

Wash bins
Rinse the bins, tray and trailer as required
Load and strap in place on utility and trailer ready for next pick up

Task

Average per Week
1.15 hrs

Driving & Transporting Waste
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Task

Average per Week

Loading Waste onto Transport

0.5 hrs

Unloading Waste into Swales

1.45 hrs
Total per Week

4.2.

Equipment
Isuzu D Max 4x4 Ute with tray

Ropes, straps, bungie cords

Trailer 10 x 5 ft

Cargo netting to cover trailer or tray

Wheelie Garbage Bins 12 x 240 L

Elastic Tie-down Bungee cords x 6

Blue Drums (tops cut off) 20 x 200 L

Sack trolley - rated at 300 kg
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5.

Summary Photos

5.1.

Preparation of Swales

These swales had actually been dug and filled with waste cardboard by volunteers.
The cardboard was not covered and so was bleached by the sun. After being rained upon and lying in the sun,
the thick layer of cardboard creates a harder shell-like top but remains wet,
porous and full of insect life underneath.

Straw bales unloaded over the cardboard, awaiting waste delivery
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Comparisons

This swale has been prepared for the unloading of waste. The local flora was struggling to flower and grow.

This is the same swale six months later.
Green waste and cardboard were added four months prior absorbing moisture from rainfall.
The trees, grasses and other native flora look much
more healthy and new shoots of various species are starting to grow
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This swale had been filled with organic waste and cardboard a month prior to this picture.

This is the same swale after six months
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Aerial view of the swales

Aerial view of the swales
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6.

Process Photos

6.1.

Transporting Green Waste

Pick up
One business needed to specifically use green wheeled bins
so that it would fit in with their work processes. They would usually fill between four to six of the 240L green
wheeled bins twice a week. The other business used smaller but sturdier 200L blue drums and they would fill
between four to ten of these, along with providing two bales of cardboard per week

The green wheeled bins are tied down in a way that prevents movement and opening on the ute tray
Keeping the bins from moving is a lot
easier when they are full
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A cargo net is used to make sure the waste in open bins is held in place.

6.2.

Unloading

This is the average amount of green waste God's Way collects weekly (720kg)
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Layers of green waste and straw mulch

The green waste is covered over with a heavy layer of
hay mulch

Volunteer workers need to be careful about their personal safety and wear appropriate protective clothing.
Poisonous wildlife may hide in the swales, straw dust may cause problems for breathing, uneven
ground may be underfoot and sun protection is necessary
Bins are heavy and proper manual lifting techniques must be used
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Future Plans

The future plan is to continue to fill in these swales covering them with waste material from local sawmills.
This is one of the mounds of ground timber already delivered to the property

8.

Costs
The ongoing costs of this project are the fuel and maintenance of the loaned Isuzu Ute and trailer used for
collection and transportation of the green waste.

Item

Description

Weekly
Amount

Kilometres per
week

Total km for driving and transporting waste (Isuzu D Max
4x4 Ute and trailer) once per week

80km

Running Cost of
replacing vehicle
over time

Driving and transporting waste (Isuzu D Max 4x4 Ute and
trailer)

Gifted by
vehicle owner

Fuel Cost per week

To drive and transport waste (Isuzu D Max 4x4 Ute and
trailer)

$0.16/km

Maintenance Cost
per week

Driving and transporting waste (Isuzu D Max 4x4 Ute and
trailer)

Gifted by
vehicle owner
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Item

Rate

Qty

Amount

Running Cost

Gifted

80 km

$0

$0.16/km

80 km

$12.80

Maintenance

Gifted

80 km

$0

Volunteer

$0/hr

7 hrs

$0

Fuel

9.

Total Week

$12.80

Total Year

$655.60

Benefit
What was mostly infertile land, with very little life on it has had an expediential growth in native flora
and fauna. Nearly all of the native trees that were planted below the swales have survived and grown.
Other native trees, shrubs and grasses that were not planted have also grown.
There has been a sharp increase in the number of insects and new types of insects are appearing over
time. Local birdlife is producing more nests and a lot of the more fragile smaller species of birds now
have large families around the area of the swales.
The number of lizards and snakes in the area has not been measured but a number of species have been
regularly identified by volunteers who work on the property.
After it rains, vegetables and fruits plants sprout in the swales, creating a non-planned food source. At this
time it is mostly the hardier plants such as pumpkins, watermelons, tomatoes and potatoes that seed and
fruit.

9.1.

Organisation Benefits
A lot of information and data has been gathered about this process and the property benefits so far.
Some documentation and information about the project and its benefits has been shared via the God's
Way Organisation website. To share the more in-depth procedures and benefits, volunteers for God's Way
are documenting detailed procedures and considerations for implementing this project, including
problems that have already been encountered and resolved in its implementation. This information will be
used in presentations and case studies to be shared with the public.
Throughout the project the Organisation has also learnt a lot about how to organise projects effectively,
the importance of clear documentation, and the principles for consideration when starting and continuing
agreements with local businesses.

9.2.

Matter Collected
Weekly Items

Average Load

Green Waste - Woolworths

240 kg

Green Waste - Andersons Fruit Market

400 kg

Cardboard

80 kg
Total Week
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Benefit for cost
Item

Amount

Amount of Green & Cardboard Waste Collected Weekly

720 kg

Total Cost Per Week

$12.80

Average Cost Per Kilogram of Waste Per Week

$0.02/kg

Average Cost Per Tonne of Waste Per Week

10.

Future Recommendations

10.1.

Swales

$20

Once the swales are filled with green waste and covered the waste naturally decomposes to create soil.
This means that large areas of the swales are now have a thick layer of soil at their base. The swales can
now be refilled with new loads of green waste and covered with the waste material from sawmills. This
way the swales will receive:

10.2.

•

Another lot of green waste to provide nutrients

•

All cardboard bales will be completely covered by the new mulch and deteriorate faster

•

More water will be held in the swales by the lager concentration of porous matter

•

The new mulch will break down more slowly than hay providing cover to the ground for longer
periods

Scientific Measurements
To provide a more comprehensive picture of the changes that are occurring on the damaged property the
Organisation will need to start taking scientific measurements in the areas around the swales and any
future sites where this project is repeated.
Volunteers will need to be trained to employ skills of chemical and biological measurement,
experimentation and documentation or new volunteers need to be found who already have these skills.
Also, the Organisation will need to invest in or be donated science lab tools that can measure things like:
•

The amount of nitrogen, nitrates and nitrogen-fixing bacteria in the soil

•

How well the soil holds and filters water

•

The amount of insect biomass in the area

•

How porous the soil is, meaning how easily can flora grow their roots through the soil

•

Does the soil have the right conditions for growing many various types of native species of flora
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